
Q1a - Did you find the written Objectives and Themes in the course introductory

information?

Yes

No

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Did you find the written Objectives and Themes in the course introductory

information?
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 16

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 100.00% 16

2 No 0.00% 0

16



Q1b - In your opinion were the objectives and themes covered overall?

Yes

Essentially

Somewhat

No

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 In your opinion were the objectives and themes covered overall? 1.00 2.00 1.25 0.43 0.19 16

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Yes 75.00% 12

2 Essentially 25.00% 4

3 Somewhat 0.00% 0

4 No 0.00% 0

16



Q2a - We did NOT provide a text book for the course, but we did provide written and

some audio and video knowledge and information content as well as reccomendations for

other readings. Did you find this material to be helpful as you moved through the course?

I thought all the
provided materials,

were excellent.

Most of the reading
material was

excellent, or at least
very good.

Some of the
information was

useful, some was not.

Some of the material
acceptable, but mostly

it was not helpful

The written materials
did not contribute to

my learning.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1

We did NOT provide a text book for the course, but we did provide written and
some audio and video knowledge and information content as well as

reccomendations for other readings. Did you find this material to be helpful as
you moved through the course?

1.00 2.00 1.69 0.46 0.21 16

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 I thought all the provided materials, were excellent. 31.25% 5

2 Most of the reading material was excellent, or at least very good. 68.75% 11

3 Some of the information was useful, some was not. 0.00% 0

4 Some of the material acceptable, but mostly it was not helpful 0.00% 0

5 The written materials did not contribute to my learning. 0.00% 0

16



Q2b - Do you want to comment of the materials provided?

Do you want to comment of the materials provided?

is there a possibility that there can be a compiled booklet to refer to in future after the course.

Some modules were lacking in the reading material provided. I would have liked more information on LEAN and six sigma. I also didn't care for
being sent to websites without being told what we should read in Module 2. I went to the websites and looked around but didn't know what I should
look for.

Material were helpful for the entire course

Most of the learning material was pertinent, applicable and to the point.

All was splendid

Some readings were very long

I know of people that have taken this course in the past and were provided a free copy of books such as the Deming Management Method...we
were instructed to order on line. It would have been nice to receive some sort of hard copy book for the price of this course.

Very insightful.

The biggest challenge was accessing the material online for some of us due to issues of connections when you are in rural areas

Having links to favorite you tube tutorial would be helpful, or a good search wording as this is where most of the material is best accessed



Q3 - Overall, did you think that the contributions of the faculty and staff helped YOUR

learning process?

In my opinion, the
staff and faculty are

a major part of MY
leaning

Yes, the faculty and
staff contributed a
lot to my learning

The faculty and staff
essentially

contributed to my
learning

The faculty and staff
contributed to my
learning to some

degree

The faculty and staff
do NOT contribute to

my learning.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Overall, did you think that the contributions of the faculty and staff helped YOUR

learning process?
1.00 4.00 2.00 0.89 0.80 15

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 In my opinion, the staff and faculty are a major part of MY leaning 26.67% 4

2 Yes, the faculty and staff contributed a lot to my learning 60.00% 9

3 The faculty and staff essentially contributed to my learning 0.00% 0

4 The faculty and staff contributed to my learning to some degree 13.33% 2

5 The faculty and staff do NOT contribute to my learning. 0.00% 0

15



Q4 - In determining your grades in this course, did you find the quizzes, assignments,

examinations and participation were assesed fairly

Yes

Essentially

Essentially not

No

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
In determining your grades in this course, did you find the quizzes, assignments,

examinations and participation were assesed fairly
1.00 2.00 1.20 0.40 0.16 15

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Yes 80.00% 12

2 Essentially 20.00% 3

3 Essentially not 0.00% 0

4 No 0.00% 0

15



Q5 - Having completed this course, I am motivated to change my approach to laboratory

quality in the following ways:

Having completed this course, I am motivated to change my approach to labor...

the cost of quality was an eye opener. I would like to create awareness in the labs i am supporting to be conscious of wastage and the overall cost
of expiries, failed tests or controls

By always looking for ways to make continuous improvement to improve the quality of patient care no matter how small the improvements may be.
Follow the quality principles.

I have a better understanding of quality and will try and participate in any quality projects when they come my way.

I have now learned a handful of quality tools that could become very handy for use in laboratory quality projects at work.

Implementation in all medical laboratories in country,Quality is the same everywhere therefore resources should be distributed evenly as we all have
one common goal. A patient is a patient whether in town ,in villages or in the remotest area,Will advocate for all labs irregardless of their
geographical location.

The Quality learning came at the right time when my Lab has just registered for accreditation, I am therefore well equipped to carry my Lab through
the whole process with a better understanding of the requirements. This will assist me in ensuring implementation of the Quality Management
System

Take QMS as my responsibility in all aspects of the lab

Quality Planning: i will monitor the plan and make necessary adjustments Risk assessment: i will always carryout risk assessments to determine the
probaility of pitfalls so that i act accordinly

Use of different communication tools used throughout the course. Intend to use more of the priority risk matrix to help with upcoming projects.
Would like to focus more on "just" culture and continually improving quality culture within the laboratory.

Appreciate the benefits external proficiency testing provides our lab and not see them merely as a nuisance and additional burden.

Explore some new quality indicators that other people have introduced in their labs. Emphasis on and implementation of the 'Do it right the first time'
to avoid costs. Strategic plan must have SMART goals and prioritization of initiatives should be key. Quality needs team work, interdepartmental
involvement and commitment plus a just culture

Supporting the full lab quality goal. I have always shared ideas from other work places, lab sites and quality partner (never knew that’s what it was
called). I now understand a management goal but think that staff has been lost in the customer experience.

I am more aware of the quality objectives in my laboratory and feel more responsible in ensuring they are carried out. I also feel that I can share my
knowledge to increase my fellow lab workers understanding of the quality objectives as well.



Q6a - Overall, did you perceive any degree of bias in any part of the program?

Yes

No

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Overall, did you perceive any degree of bias in any part of the program? 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 16

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 0.00% 0

2 No 100.00% 16

16



Q6b - If you feel that a part or parts of the course were biased, what were the areas of

concern?

If you feel that a part or parts of the course were biased, what were the a...

Did not pick any biasness



Q7 - Reflecting on this program's content, I am motivated to change my practice in the

following ways:

Reflecting on this program's content, I am motivated to change my practice...

By thinking about doing things right the first time. The customer should always come first. Think about the TTP and find ways to reduce the risk of
errors by using FMEA. Using quality indicators to see if these are improvements made are effective. As a well as continue to think about preventive
actions including strategic quality planning to increase customer satisfaction.

Risk based thinking at all time, To focus on both the customer and and look in to staff welfare as a manager,

I would try to promote a combined JUST culture and a CLAN culture at work.

The training aspect in our respective lab, it was fun and yet acquiring the skills to go and implement what we learned.The same approach will work
for us,instead of looking at quality as a burden we look at it as part of us.

I am more determined to lead the cultural transformation and change the mind-sets of my colleagues in embracing QMS. I intend to put the system
in the hands of many instead of a few.I will also eliminate unnecessary documents that don't add value and maintain compliance with ISO15189 A
QMS that is extremely complex and overloaded with documents is not necessarily the best one. If documents and procedures are long and
complicated, it is very likely that people will never use them.I intend to also create a system that will promote workers and customers to share
improvement ideas.

Never take quality light and do things according to standards and requirements

Motivating my supervisees to enculcate quality in our daily activities

Learn about the processes and policies of my workplace and see where needs improvement.

Providing accurate, meaningful and clinically relevant information to avoid costs and consequences that may impact on the laboratory and its
customers

Quality control is part of the med lab job and should never be skipped or avoided. The quality team knows how to do the QC and new staff gain
great knowledge in the daily or weekly testing of know organisms. With the extra time needed to complete the weekly testing, encouraging and
supporting staff to prioritize this will be my next “agent of change initiative”.



Q8 - Thinking about the overall course in comparison with your expectations and the

amount of useful insights that you gained, how would your rate this course?

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Rating Scale 75.00 100.00 92.00 7.25 52.50 16
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Q9 - Any final thoughts about this course?

End of Report

Any final thoughts about this course?

A very good course, I wish all the middle management my lab can have a chance to attend.

There was too much group work. I found it incredibly frustrating since only about 5 of us consistently participated in our group. I hope the group
discussion was monitored and the people that did not participate did not get a mark. There should be a better balance between group work and
individual work. I would have preferred more quizzes throughout the course to test my knowledge and ensure my understanding rather than group
discussions.

The biggest challenge for me during this course is on how to to encourage my "classmates" in my group to volunteer in participation to the General
Group Discussion every week. As fair as we all know that we should take turns to volunteer, when the deadline comes near the volunteer is often still
missing. Instead, I tend to enjoy more on those personal assignmets which are more independent and easier to control in terms of time
management in completing the assignments. Overall, I really enjoy taking this course. I've gained much new knowledge on the importanance of
quality in the laboratory and I now have a much better appreciation about it. Thank you!

Having to cope with working in a covid lab and having to complete assignment and take part in discussions was a bit of challenge for me,Never the
less i did not give up along the way, i am glad i managed and this was due to the way the course was structured.Thank you

Would have been great to have virtual discussions

Thank you for being there through out and much appreciation to the LMQ course and team, it really changed my approach when it comes to quality
management issues. Also my QMS skills and knowledge have been tremendously improved. Thank you

The course was great and very relevent and the concepts very practical

Excellent course! I learned so much from my small group and from the whole class as well. As someone who's just starting on his career, I doubted
the utility of this course in my day-to-day bench work. But as the course progressed, I learned so much about the bigger picture. I now have an
appreciation of the little yet impactful role I play in the workplace. Kudos to the faculty for designing highly interactive modules and to my
colleagues who unselfishly shared their expertise in the field of laboratory quality.

I recommend that this be enrolled to the other laboratory staff members so that they can have first hand information and appreciate the efforts made
to improve laboratory services

This course should be part of most medical training certification programs which will mandate quality to be a topic of instruction at national wide
training facilities.




